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SIDE A 

Death 

 

Tell it like it is  

That death surrounds us  

It is down the street  

Across town and  

Half a dozen points in between  

A blood trickling steering wheel  

Over a shattered dashboard confessional  

While the earth rolls and orbits the sun  

Death visits your Aunts’ house  

The hospital, the madhouse  

The overcrowded prison  

Death comes once  

To each of us  

Quick footed death  

Or clumber some lurching death  

We can only guess at each  

As each death is different  

Death sends little notes  

Somber notes in  

The soundtrack of our life  

Postcards in the mail  

Little heart attacks, mini strokes  

Grim pictures of sickly frail people  

Yellowish and pale  

Poor circulation and  

The kidneys shut down  

Lungs malfunction  

The heart beats erratic  

Seizures like lightning, strike  

And the living carry on  

The world goes by as it always does  

The trees’ shadow sweeps the sidewalk  

The motors hum and the owls hoot  

The same as they have always done  

Under the bright dumb moon  

While death melts away the glimmer of hope  

In a loved one’s eye  

We all have to die 

 

Originally published in Red Fez Issue #49.  

https://www.redfez.net/poetry/death-1677 

 

Liner Notes: Matthew Sradeja said he was on vacation. It was winter and he was thinking about death. His aunt 

had become ill, was hospitalized. Sradeja got a call from his mother informing him that his aunt had passed 

away as he was working on this poem. With the poem, he said he was consciously pulling from and, in his own 

way, imitating some of his major influences: Sylvia Plath, Kenneth Fearing & Robinson Jeffers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.redfez.net/poetry/death-1677


SIDE B 

Dispersed 
 

Ain’t that the truth 

I would say that 

Damn near everything 

That can be dispersed 

Has been spread thin 

As thin as the single ply toilet paper 

At just about every rest stop 

Between here and east Jesus 

For Christ sake 

And paper 

Ain’t the half of it 

Shit, shit is what we pass 

Through the system 

And call it money 

We bleed money 

We do 

You can call it 

Commerce or capitalism 

Call it rainbow bright 

If that is what gets you through the night 

Dispersed is what you get 

When the union and the company 

Can’t get a decent contract together 

And the pain is felt on the factory floor 

I’d say the shit has been dispersed 

Pretty damned well enough 

When the chairman of the union committee 

Packs up his tools in the night and walks away 

There must be something dragging him away 

From his union brothers 

Lord knows what it could be 

 

Originally published by Rusty Truck. 

https://rustytruck.wordpress.com/2013/10/08/dispersed-by-matt-sradeja 

 

The poem also appears in the anthology This is Poetry: Volume II: The Midwest Poets edited by Michele 

McDannold and published by Citizens for Decent Literature Press. 

 

Liner Notes: Scot Young of Rusty Truck & Deuce Coupe had put out a call on Facebook asking for poems about 

the poet’s life at that moment. Sradeja, a factory worker, had work on the mind. This was his poem in answer to 

that call.  
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